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Safeguarding procedures & initial response to concern or allegation 

 

This document details safeguarding procedures covering the following 3 important 

scenarios:  

1. Guest discloses safeguarding issue that does not involve Jesus Ministry  

 

This “Third Party” disclosure procedure concerns cases where a guest discloses harm 

that has been suffered in the past, or discloses a current risk of harm faced by 

themselves, other vulnerable adults or children involving third parties not connected to 

the JM team.   

 

2. Guest or related party raises concern about incident at a JM event  or about a 

member of the JM Team  

 

3. JM team member raises a concern about another Team member 

 

This procedure covers the response of a team member to actions or behaviour that they 

are concerned about, or to any issues they have with current processes.  The procedure 

reflects the fact that the concern may not necessarily be a safeguarding issue – it could 

be an issue with Training, a momentary lapse, or a misunderstanding.  Our aim is to 

have an open environment where people work together to improve the effectiveness of 

the ministry, and where any inappropriate behaviour can effectively be addressed. 

 

If any of these 3 scenarios take place within a JM team visit to a local church, the JM team 

operates under the direction and policy of the local church itself. 

 

Guidance on initial response to a Safeguarding Concern or Allegation  

Whenever anyone reports that they are suffering (or have suffered) significant harm through 

abuse or neglect or have caused (or are causing) harm to others, the initial response should 

be limited to listening carefully.  If someone makes a disclosure, this might be the only time 

they will tell someone about what is happening.  Additionally, if someone says they have 

already made a disclosure in the past, there may be issues with the way that it has been 

dealt with and so it is useful to reporting the disclosure to JM UK’s Safeguarding Officer.  

Please…  

❖ Listen, take what is said seriously, and remain calm 

❖ Take into account the person’s age and level of understanding 

❖ Offer reassurance that disclosing is the right thing to do 

❖ Explain that information will need to be shared with the appropriate people – and take 

the opportunity to involve the Director of Ministry, Duty Manager or Safeguarding 

officer in the conversation 

❖ Only use open questions 

❖ Establish only as much information as is needed to be able to report what is believed to 

have happened, when and where 

❖ At the end, check that you have understood everything correctly 

❖ Check out what the person hopes to result from the disclosure and tell them what you 

are going to do next 
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However…  

❖ Do NOT make promises that cannot be kept (e.g. that you won’t share the information) 

❖ Do NOT make assumptions or offer alternative explanations 

❖ Do NOT investigate 

❖ Do NOT contact the person about whom allegations have been made 

❖ Do NOT share with anyone other than the Director of Ministry, Safeguarding officer, 

Duty Manager or member of the Trustee Safeguarding Committee   

Make a record…   

❖ Make some very brief notes at the time, if appropriate, and write them up in detail as 

soon as possible using the Safeguarding and Safety Report form available from the Duty 

manager or Office 

❖ Do not destroy your original notes in case they are required later by the Safeguarding 

officer 

❖ Record the date, time, place and how the person appeared to you.  If possible, try to 

record the actual words used.  If disclosure is made during prayer ministry, notes should 

be made by the prayer lead 

❖ Record facts and observable things, not your interpretations or assumptions 

❖ Don’t speculate or jump to conclusions 

Report promptly… 

❖ Never do nothing, use the following procedures appropriate to the situation, and report 

through to the Prayer overseer, Safeguarding officer, or Jesus Ministry leadership team 

within 24 hours 
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1. Guest discloses Safeguarding issue that does not involve the JM 

Team 

 

Yes 

Self - harm risk? 
Violence?  
Presence of assailant? 

Guest discloses third - party  
safeguarding issue.  

Immediate  
risk ? 

Team address any on - the - 
spot danger to guest or  
themselves and involves PO.   

PO supports guest & team 
safety using appropriate  
incident response guidelines  
(e.g. Suicide Prevention  
Guidelines and Process;  
calling emergency services) 

PO records what was said &  
done together with any  
anonymity or information  
withholding requests  - and  
inform s SO within  24 hours. 

PO reviews and agree  
whether to refer to relevant 
agency.   
(Will refer if significant risk or  
suspected crime to them or  
children).  SO records case on  
a Safeguarding Incident Form  
and assigns a case number.  

Yes 

Significant risk   
them/children?   
Or suspected  

crime? 

No immediate risk  

Yes 

Team sensitively tells guest  
why  we should confidentially 
refer through Safeguarding  
(even if guest may not want  
to report all details at first)  
and asks if they would talk  
confidentially with PO 
 

SO receives TO8 advice and  
acts accordingly. 

PO asks  what support  
has already been provided 
(first disclosure?),  
Takes detail guest wishes to  
provide, and offers help such  
as referral to available local  
support services (leaflet) 

No 

If there is potential for disclosed  
information to keep others safe,  
Team will ask permission to place  
information in confidential  
safeguarding process and offer  
information on support services. 

  

TO8 considers case and checks  
for any other issues. 
Will advise on next steps and  
will ask for permission before  
contacting other agencies.  

Key: 
SO    =   Safeguarding Officer 
PO    =   Prayer Overseer 
TO8  =   Thirty One Eight 
JMLT =   Jesus Ministry Leadership Team 

This is most likely to be during prayer ministry, but could be during other JM events. 
Safeguarding issue involves past harm or risk of potential harm to them, children, or other vulnerable adults 

Guest gives  
permission? 

Yes 

Normal guest records retained  
confidentially with note to  
highlight any re - occurrences and  
brought to attention of SO. 

Refer? 

SO confidentially records  
case and refers learnings to  
JM  

 

No 

Yes 

No 

Guest talks  
to PO. 

Team provides  
referral services 
leaflet to Guest  
and informs PO. 

- Emergency  - 999 
- Police (referral or disclosure) - 101 
- Multi - agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH) 
- 01926 414144  
- TO8 reporting 

No 

E.g. provide additional  
help/ referral to Guest 

e.g. ., there may be a risk of  
imminent self - harm, or risk  
may be at Guest's home 

- Emergency  - 999 
- Police (referral or disclosure) - 101 
- Warwick Hospital A&E 01926 495321   
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2.  Guest raises concern about incident at JM Event or member of 

Team 

Guest or related party  raises  
concern or complaint about  
incident/ person at JM Event.  

Issue raised  
during Prayer  
appointment? 

Lead team member tries to  
resolve issue there and then.  

Team writes up incident and gives  
to PO. 

Yes 

No, after event or  
through phone, email 

No 

  

Guest satisfied  
with response? 

Guest listened to respectfully and  
referred to PO or SO.  

 PO or SO listens and  
notes down concern/ complaint  
and understands what Guest  
would like to see happen to  
resolve it.  Will try and resolve  
immediately but likely to require  
some further investigation. 

PO and SO will review any  
safeguarding issues.  SO  
will impartially examine the issues  
to ensure fairness to all, discussing  
with team member concerned  
and providing appropriate support.   
Following review PO or SO will  
decide on any further support or  
action required for complainant or  
Team member.  TO8 may be  
referred to if a safeguarding  
concern and advice required.  

Guest satisfied  
with response? 

JMLT reviews to see if training and  
policies need to be improved.   

Reviewer responds to complainant  
in writing. If despite all the stages  
in the procedure the complainant  
remain dissatisfied, they may  
choose to escalate their concerns  
to an independent or statutory  
agency.   

The guest may ask for either the 
PO or SO to review the case.   
The reviewer  will understand why  
the complainant is not satisfied  
and what they would like to see  
happen, review the case with JMLT 
. 

PO or SO responds accurately  
and sensitively to complainant  - 
normally within one working week 

Yes 

Ministry Review Group develops  
ministry guidelines and training. 

SO confidentially records case,  
referring relevant safeguarding  
issues to TO8. 

Asks if Guest if would like to  
talk to Duty manager (PO)) 

Yes 

No 

Key: 
SO    =   Safeguarding Officer 
PO    =   Prayer Overseer 
TO8  =   Thirty One Eight 
JMLT =   Jesus Ministry Team 

Team member involved  
is updated on outcome. 

Issue might arise during Prayer Ministry, but could 

be other routes 
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3. JM Team member raises concern about another Team member 

Note: Process may be modified in agreement with SO depending on issue addressed. 

Concerned Team Member 
(CTM) has a concern about  
the actions of another team  
member or process. No guest  
unhappy as result of action. 

Key: 
SO    =   Safeguarding Officer 
PO    =   Prayer Overseer 
TO8  =   Thirty One Eight 
CTM  =   Concerned Team Member 
JMLT  =   Jesus Ministry Leadership team 

:   

PO or SO will talk to CTM to  
understand and record the  
issue, and discuss a suitable  
course of action. 

 JMLT   develops and implements 
ministry guidelines and training. 

CTM speaks directly with the  
team member about the issue  
and seeks to resolve. 

Significant issue?  
R epeat behavior  
concern? Unhappy  

with response? 

Raise concern about specific  
Team member to PO or SO. 

PO reviews to see if training and  
policies need to be improved.   

PO and SO will review any  
safeguarding issues.  Where  
appropriate, PO or SO will  
talk to Team member in  
confidence about alleged  
incident  - only sharing name of  
the CTM with permission.   
Following review, PO / SO will  
decide on any further support /  
action required for CTM and  
Team member (reassurance,  
coaching, retraining or, very  
exceptionally, suspension) and  
implement.  Advice will be  
sought from TO8 as necessary. 

SO confidentially records case,  
referring relevant safeguarding  
issues to TO8 

PO or SO will meet with  
CTM to inform action taken and  
check they are content with  
outcome.  Initial actions within 2  
weeks then after any revised  
training.  

Consider proposing re - 
enforcement or clarification  
of ministry guidelines or  
code of conduct as part of  
continuous improvement. 

No 

Yes 

Other Team member could be Prayer Team partner.  Issue could be a 
Safeguarding issue, training issue, momentary lapse, or a misunderstanding 
Or could be the guidelines 


